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GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 



Rapid Responses move closer to becoming ‘silent:’ As a continuation of a concerted, hospital-wide project 
to move away from overhead calls, this month communications will be testing Vocera with Mock rapid 
response calls once per shift. The MICU and CICU residents just need to “accept” or push the Vocera button. 
Once there is reliable uptake, we will start sending Vocera calls as well as activating the group page (the 
inpatient service line paging list that Rebecca and the Chiefs last year helped us develop) while continuing 
with the overhead calls.  This will be a noisy but necessary period of time. Once we are sure the operators 
are sending the Vocera and page rapid calls with near-100% reliability, we will stop the overhead calls 
(tentatively December). 
 
Hillsborough during ‘MAO holes:’ When there is no MAO, please keep the covering HBH Hospitalist in the 
loop regarding all admissions/transfers to Med A and Med BEST, regardless of where these patients are 
coming from (HBH or Main ED, MICU transfer, bounceback from Main, etc). The Hospitalist has been tasked 
with working closely with the House Supervisor and PLC during these times to help improve patient flow. 
The covering hospitalist can be found in the directory under "Hillsborough Hospitalist Admit/Consults." After 
informing the hospitalist when you plan to transfer a patient from main campus, it is also a best practice to 
call the PLC (x42000) to arrange transport logistics. 
 
EPIC improvements! Beverly Wagner, Epic@UNC Specialist, is interested in working with any interns or 
residents who want to find ways to improve their Epic efficiency. She recently rounded with Med B and 
wrote a report to the Chiefs with her findings, noting many practical ways to more readily and efficiently find 
the information you are looking for in a patient’s chart. Highly recommended! Contact 
beverly.wagner@unchealth.unc.edu for more information and/or to schedule a time for a quick meeting. 
 
 

CLINIC CORNER 
 
New MAT clinic at the ACC: Drs. Claire West, Paul Chelminski, and Meg Beal are starting a MAT clinic at the 
ACC. They will be treating opioid use disorder with buprenorphine/naloxone.  If you have a patient currently 
receiving this treatment outside of our clinic or outside of UNC and you think they would like to receive care 
in our clinic, please let Dr. West know. They will first open templates to patients currently stable on 
medication and will likely open to patients needing to initiate treatment in the coming 6 months or so. The 
Chiefs are also working with the above faculty as well as Family Medicine to help create an elective to 
become trained to prescribe buprenorphine/naloxone and potentially obtain an “X-Waiver” – this is still in 
the very early stages; if interested, contact Nick Maston. 
  
 

BITE-SIZED NEWS 
 

Please review attached Best Practice Order Guidelines document, especially to help out your colleagues 
on cross-cover and overnight. 
 
Changes to default Telemetry orders: On September 5, the current Remote Tech Telemetry panel was 
revised to the default duration of 48 hrs. This impacts the standalone panels in all preference lists. See attached 
document for more information. Providers will need to re-add this panel to their personal preference lists 
and make any customizations as needed. (This Change has NOT impacted order sets.) 
 
Join the UNC House Staff Council! This is a great way to get involved as a program representative and take 
part in policy- and institution-level discussions surrounding issues that affect residents in many different 
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ways. Contact Patrick O’Shea if interested. Attached to this newsletter are the current FMLA/SMIPL policy 
outline and Patient Death Checklist that the HSC has requested we circulate to our residents. 
 
Increased MyChart patient access: Starting October 13, patients will be able to see clinic notes via 
MyChart. At this time, Inpatient and Resident notes will not be affected. However, do please keep in mind 
that the system is moving in this direction when writing any notes. 
 
 

SCHOLARLY & EXTRACURRICULAR OPPORTUNITIES 
  
Hospitalist Telemetry Project: from Dr. Mike Craig -- There's a large system-wide effort kicking off to 
further reduce inappropriate telemetry use based on a successful pilot at Rex hospital.  We're trying to pull 
together a small team to figure out how to best implement the clinician expectations part of the project at 
the medical center.  First meeting is on September 20. We'd love to have a resident champion on the 
project, both to help brainstorm our approach and to serve as a cheerleader of the effort.  If you are 
interested, please reach out to Dr. Craig at mjrcraig@email.unc.edu. 
 
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS, REVIEWERS & JUDGES! The Society of Hospital Medicine – North Carolina Triangle 
Chapter is hosting their annual Research, Innovation and Clinical Vignette Poster Competition. The format of 
this competition is a poster session followed by presentations by the top four finalists. This will take place 
on Monday, October 14, 2019 @ 6:30 pm at the Embassy Suites in Cary. They had nearly 100 abstracts this 
past year and expect a similar volume this year.   

** Deadline to Submit:  September 9, 2018 at 11:59 pm (EXTENDED DEADLINE) ** 
The top prize is automatic abstract acceptance to Hospital Medicine 2020 (April) in San Diego, CA. The 
finalist will also receive free conference registration and a $500 travel grant. The winners from the other two 
categories will also receive one free conference registration each to HM20. 

TO SUBMIT: please send abstracts to TriangleSHM@gmail.com. UNC Contact: Dr. Rob Lampman 
 
 

OUT & ABOUT 

We assume you were all out and about and at work and having fun, however, there were no picture submissions 
this week. We have therefore included this adorable snapshot of one of your lovely Chiefs with your even lovelier 

MAO, Joanne: 
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SHOUT OUTS 
 

• To Dr. KaraJo Sprigg, for outstanding compassionate care and handling a particularly difficult 
situation in transitioning a patient to comfort care. It meant a lot to all involved. 

 
• To Dr. Gabe Lupu, for discharging six patients on a solo and crazy day out at WakeMed. 

 
 

SPOTLIGHT ON 
 

 
Dr. John Barber, UNC Med-Peds PGY-1! 

 
John was born in Arlington, MA and completed his undergraduate work in Biology at the UMass-Amherst. 
His international work includes founding Ghana ACT, a non-profit to improve health, education, and access 
to water; leading clinical trials and managing commercial operations in East and Southern Africa to improve 
HIV diagnostics; and leading a WHO-backed clinical trial on Ebola diagnostics in Sierra Leone during the 
2014-15 outbreak. He was elected to the Gold Humanism Society by his peers. 
 
 

WEEKLY PHILOSOPHY 
The three rules of being Captain: Keep your shirt tucked in, go down with the ship, and never abandon a 

member of your crew. -- USS Voyager Capt. Kathryn Janeway, appx. stardate 52619.2 
 



Morning Report & Noon Conference schedule and archive: available via Resident Links -> Conferences on the residency website 
(requires Onyen log-in). 
 

https://www.med.unc.edu/medicine/internal-medicine-resident-links/

